Beijing smoking ban

A smoking ban has **come into force** at all indoor public places in the Chinese capital, Beijing.

It will be **supervised** by thousands of inspectors and fines will be **imposed** in venues that don't **comply**.

Previous bans in the capital have not been successful.

**Vocabulary**

*come into force*
become effective in law

*supervised*
managed

*imposed*
officially forced to do or accept

*comply*
act according to a rule

**Choose the correct summary**

a) Smoking has been made illegal in Beijing. Similar laws have been passed previously.

b) Smoking has been made illegal in some places in Beijing. It's the first time this type of law has been tried.

c) Smoking has been made illegal in some places in Beijing. Similar laws have been passed previously.
c) Smoking has been made illegal in some places in Beijing. Similar laws have been passed previously.

To hear this bulletin, visit http://bbc.in/1RF3lyn